This paper formally investigates the relationship between Open Logic Programming (OLP) and Description Logics (DL). A description logic is designed to represent two di erent forms of knowledge. A T-Box represents de nitional knowledge, i.e. de nitions for a set of concepts. An A-Box represents assertional knowledge about speci c domain objects. OLP is a declarative, terminological interpretation of the formalism of Abductive Logic Programming. In this interpretation, an abductive logic program is considered to consist of a T-Box providing de nitions for non-abducible predicates and an A-Box providing assertional knowledge in the form of rst order logic axioms. We de ne a provably correct mapping of DL theories to open logic programs, and identify sublanguages of OLP corresponding to several description logics. We also show strong correspondences between derivations produced by a typical DL algorithm and an abductive resolution procedure. The correspondences clarify long-questioned relationships between Logic Programming and Description Logics. To the LP community they may o er the possibility to import e cient reasoning techniques used in description logics. More importantly, the correspondences indicate the value of OLP as a suitable and highly expressive knowledge representation language, as opposed to both standard LP and rst order logic. As current description logics are all subsets of OLP, the latter may also indicate directions for enhancing the expressivity of the former.
Introduction
At the base of research on Description Logics (or Concept Languages) ( 2 ] that an expert system | and a knowledge representation language in general | needs to deal with two di erent kinds of information: on the one hand so-called assertional information about the world, and on the other hand de nitional or terminological information.
Assertional information consists of observations about the world. Examples are the observation that Tom is the father of John or that Mary owns a blue car. This type of information can be nicely represented in rst-order logic (FOL) as a set of general formulae about predicates.
De nitional or terminological information is information about xed relations between these predicates. Typically, it concerns de nitions of predicates in terms of other ones. As an example, a father is a parent who is male. This kind of information can be naturally represented in frame-based languages and semantic networks.
The observation that no formalism was actually powerful enough to represent both types of information (frame-based systems have severely limited assertional power, while FOL is not suited for representing de nitions), led to the development of hybrid knowledge representation systems like KRYP-TON. In KRYPTON the knowledge base consists of a terminological part (the T-Box), which uses a frame-based language, and an assertional part (the A-Box), which uses FOL as a representation language.
This idea of a distinction between A-Box and T-Box is further explored in current description logics (see for example 14] , 8]). The T-Box consists of a set of concept de nitions in a limited concept de nition language. The ABox contains assertions about concept membership of individual constants. Current research (for example 15], 13], 1]) is mostly concerned with determining de nition languages that combine su cient expressive power with limited algorithmical complexity.
Open Logic Programming (OLP) is an extension of Logic Programming in which predicates may be unde ned (corresponding to abducible predicates in Abductive Logic Programming (see 18])) and where general FOL axioms (corresponding to constraints in ALP) can be added. The logic programs we study in this paper are hierarchical programs. For this kind of programs, the many di erent semantics proposed in the literature coincide: the semantics of such program is given by the completion ( 6] ) of the de nitions of all predicates. In OLP, completion is only applied to the de ned predicates. FOL axioms may provide partial information on the unde ned predicates. One important consequence for knowledge representation is that this eliminates the closed world assumption which is inherent to standard LP.
Given the above de nitions, an open logic program can be considered as consisting of a T-Box (the set of clauses) containing de nitions of concepts (predicates) and an A-Box (the set of FOL axioms) containing general assertional information. In fact, DL concept de nitions can be straightforwardly mapped to clauses and A-Box formulae to FOL axioms. An interpretation of a description logic theory corresponds to exactly one interpretation of an open logic program. Under a suitable semantics, the models of the DL theory are the same as those of the corresponding open logic program.
Also on a procedural level, one can see a strong parallel between constraint propagation rules used in DL and resolution as used in OLP. DL algorithms can be shown to correspond to (abductive) resolution procedures using an appropriate selection rule.
Our main motivation for this work grew from our participation in the Esprit BRA-projects Compulog and CompulogII. In these projects, work on Description Logics and work on Logic Programming were combined in major basic research e orts to enhance the state of the art in Computational Logic. However, during both projects the exact relation between these two lines of research was often questioned and remained unclear. A major goal of this paper, reporting on work that was started during CompulogII, is to nally clarify these relations. Another main goal is to illustrate how OLP, unlike FOL or LP, is perfectly suited as a knowledge representation language, able to represent both de nitional and assertional information and to reason on open worlds. Moreover, the clear mapping between OLP and description logics allows to highlight the gain in knowledge representation power that OLP o ers over these logics. Of course, the general problem solving procedures for OLP, such as SLD-NFA ( 9] ) can not compete with the very e cient problem solvers developed in DL. A spino of the work reported in this paper is that it opens the opportunity to import e cient problem solving techniques from DLs to OLP, possibly by integrating the two formalisms.
A possible gain for the DL community is that the relation we point out shows directions for further upgrading the knowledge representation power of current languages, bringing them closer to the richer OLP formalism. In fact we notice that recently added constructs to DLs, like re exive transitive closure of roles, map to more expressive subsets of OLP for which stronger LP-semantics than the completion (for example the justi cation semantics of 10] or the generalized stable model semantics of 16]) are appropriate.
In sections 2 and 3, we describe syntax and semantics of OLP and Description Logics, respectively. In the fourth section we provide a mapping from DL theories into open logic programs and indicate to which sublanguages of OLP di erent DLs correspond. Section 5 discusses correspondences between DL algorithms and an abductive resolution procedure with appropriate selection rules. We conclude with a discussion in section 6. A DL theory consists of a terminological (T-Box) and an assertional (A-Box) component. We rst describe the language of the T-Box. Several di erent T-Box languages using varying sets of basic operators (resulting in di erent complexity results for the algorithms) have been studied in the literature. For our main comparison, we choose a moderately expressive language, ALCN, as described in 14] . Along the way we indicate straightforward extensions of the mapping to more expressive languages.
The T-Box in a DL theory consists of a number of concept de nitions C == F, where C is a concept symbol and F a concept description such that no concept depends on itself. 1 Given that R is a role, C a concept symbol and F; G concept descriptions, valid concept descriptions are the terms:
C j 8R : F j 9R : F j F \ G j F G j :F j nR j nR For example, male\ 3child \ 8child:male 8child:female] describes the set of men with at most three children, which are either all boys or all girls.
The A-Box consists of a set of object descriptions a : A and relation descriptions aRb, where a; b are objects, A is a concept symbol and R a role. As an example, a child b asserts that b is a child of a. From now on we will use the term (A-Box) constraints for object and relation descriptions.
De nition 1 A DL theory consists of a T-Box (denoted TBOX( )) and an A-Box (denoted ABOX( )). The T-Box is a set of concept de nitions C == F such that no concept symbol depends on itself. The A-Box is a set of constraints. A de ned concept of is any concept symbol C such that C == F 2 TBOX( ). Any other concept symbol is called primitive.
The semantics of a DL theory is de ned via the following concepts: 1 We say C depends on C 
Mapping function
First of all, we establish the classical correspondence between concepts (resp. roles) and predicates. A concept C corresponds to a unary predicate C 0 =1, a role R to a binary predicate R 0 =2. For notational convenience we use the same symbol to denote a concept or role and its corresponding predicate. Then we map A-Box constraints to FOL formulae, as follows:
As an example, the A-Box fMary : woman; Mary child Johng would be mapped to FOL axioms woman(Mary) and child(Mary; John).
Next we map concept de nitions to program clauses. This is done in two steps. First we translate the de nitions into general clauses ( 19] ). A general clause has the form A W where A is an atom and W an arbitrary FOL expression. In a second step, we use the transformation of Lloyd and Topor ( 20] ) to transform a set of general clauses into a set of Horn clauses. The re exive transitive closure R of a role R is a more interesting extension, as it can not be expressed in rst order logic. In OLP, it can be expressed under stronger semantics (e.g. justi cation semantics or generalized stable models semantics) as follows. 2 In recent work on description logics (see for example 5]), eliminating the acyclicity condition on concept de nitions has been considered, though there is no agreement yet on the preferable semantics for cycles. Of the considered options, we expect forms of least xpoint semantics to correspond to stronger OLP semantics. For the main discussion in this paper we do not consider these extensions, but restrict our attention to ALCN.
As an example of the mapping, the following concept theory : It is important to observe here that in DLs no closed world assumption is present: there may be unknown objects that are not mentioned in the theory. This is also possible in OLP, since OLP allows for non-Herbrand interpretations (see 10]). Thus representing open domains is possible.
Description Logics as Sublanguages of OLP
The set of open logic programs obtained from DL theories using a mapping like the above one is only a small subset of the set of all possible logic programs. In particular, an open logic program corresponding to an ALCN theory satis es the following conditions (possibly after a permutation of literals in the body of clauses):
The program contains only unary and binary literals and inequalities, and there are no functors of arity > 0.
The head of each clause is a unary atom. All FOL axioms are ground binary or unary atoms. For other description logics, similar corresponding sublanguages of OLP can be determined. For example, the language ALC (ALCN without number restrictions) corresponds to the language described above without inequalities. In ALCQ (ALC with quali ed number restrictions), the parameters of an inequality in Cl may also occur in unary literals in the body of Cl provided they both occur as parameter of exactly the same set of predicates, and both with the same sign(s) for each such predicate.
Role constructors extend the corresponding sublanguage in di erent ways: role concatenation introduces binary atoms of which the rst parameter can be the second parameter of a preceding binary atom in Cl instead of the head parameter or the parameter of a preceding unary atom. Inverse roles result in binary atoms in which the conditions on the rst parameter are satis ed by the second parameter and vice versa (conditions on literals further in Cl then also refer to the rst parameter of that atom rather than to the second one). We do not go into any more details here. Note that the introduction of the role constructors union, intersection and concatenation does not enlarge the set of concepts that can be de ned: these constructors merely allow one to write shorter de nitions, using less auxiliary concepts.
Having determined the OLP-sublanguages corresponding to several DLs, we can also de ne inverse mappings from theses sublanguages into DL theories. These mappings are rather straightforward: each predicate de nition can be mapped to a concept description independently. Due to space restrictions, we omit the details here.
Comparison of SLDNFA to a DL Algorithm
The correspondence between DLs and OLP is also visible at the procedural level. Typically abductive procedures based on resolution are used to reason on open logic programs, where DLs use special tableaux style algorithms. Here we describe the correspondence between the abductive procedure SLD-NFA ( 9] ) and the procedure for consistency checking of ALCN theories described in 15]. This algorithm does not consider the presence of a (nonempty) A-Box, but it can be extended rather easily to deal with one.
Most tasks studied in DLs can be reduced to checking if a certain concept C is satis able (i.e. if there can exist elements satisfying the de nition of C). In a logic-based framework this corresponds to checking if 9X : C(X)
is consistent with the theory.
In ALCN, this task is solved in three steps. First, the de nition of C is completely unfolded (this is always possible since no recursion is allowed).
Then, a rst constraint x : F is generated, where x is a variable and F the unfolded de nition of C. Finally, an algorithm using constraint propagation rules is used to derive new constraints from the existing ones, until no more propagation rules apply or a contradiction is found. The propagation rules and the algorithm depend on which description logic is used.
We brie y describe the algorithm for ALCN as it is presented in 15].
First we de ne the following concepts: assume S is a constraint system, R is a role, and x a variable occurring in S. Then the number of constraints in S of the form x : 9R:C is de ned as ex R S (x) = #(fCjx : 9R:C 2 Sg)
Another concept we need is the minimal \atmost" constraint imposed on x by R in S. Note that x child y is not explicit in the constraint system. This formula will be true in any interpretation satisfying C. However, it is left implicit as it has no further in uence on the algorithm. Now, a \ " occurs in the constraint system, and one of two branches in the search tree has to be chosen. We explore both branches consecutively: S 3a = S 2 fy : 3 child]g At this point the system contains the subset fy : 1 child]; y : 3 child]g which is a clash. This constraint system is therefore unsatis able.
The other branch yields:
S 3b = S 2 fy : maleg At this point, no more propagation rules apply and a solution is found.
x : C holds if x child y and y : male hold, which does not violate any other constraint (male is a primitive concept). Hence C is satis able.
Let us now check how an abductive procedure handles this example. For a detailed description of SLDNFA we refer the reader to 9]. We only give a short overview of the part relevant to our discussion. The procedure maintains three sets: PG of positive goals (goals which need to succeed), NG of negative goals (which need to fail), and of abduced atoms. As all literals in the unfolded de nition are either instances of abducible predicates or inequalities, all goals in our derivation consist of only abducible atoms and/or inequalities. Therefore each negative goal fails unless all of its literals unify with abduced atoms. Evidently, the empty goal always succeeds. Initially is empty, so each non-empty negative goal fails unless some atoms are abduced. Each time a newly abduced atom uni es with a literal in a negative goal, we apply resolution to obtain an additional negative goal. If this goal is empty, the procedure fails. If we can guarantee that negative goals are always generated before any abduced atoms they may unify with, it su ces to check the negative goals when new atoms are abduced. Then we know that at any time, given the current , each negative goal fails. Therefore, whenever PG is empty and no negative goal is empty, a solution is found.
Failure is obtained as soon as a negative goal is empty.
We start with the positive goal C(sk) and no negative goals nor abduced atoms. Using the de nition of C(X) we obtain In practice the unfolding of goals can be delayed until they are selected, with little in uence on the derivation. For our discussion it is more appropriate to work with the unfolded de nition. 4 In the gure, the formula has 3 child(Y ) is used as a shorthand notation for child(Y; T ); child(Y; U ); child(Y; V ); T 6 = U; U 6 = V; T 6 = V . has The gure shows that the derivations by the DL algorithm and SLDNFA in this example are nearly identical. The only exception is the way number restrictions are handled. The DL algorithm detects a clash in the number restrictions (node 3a in the derivation tree) immediately in the syntax. SLD-NFA does not contain a special treatment of number restrictions and has to expand the corresponding constraints to nd a contradiction. This involves several abduction steps and the generation of lots of negative goals, which leads to a considerable e ciency loss. Apart from this however, there is a clear node-per-node correspondence between the derivation trees.
This result can be generalized. A control strategy equivalent to the one in ALCN can be obtained in an abductive procedure (working on the corresponding sublanguage of OLP) by using an appropriate selection rule. More speci cally, the following algorithm describes such a rule: The ALCN algorithm above as well as our proposed selection rule assume an empty A-Box. The extension to problems with a non-empty A-Box is straightforward: to check the consistency of a theory in ALCN the A-Box is the initial constraint set and constants are treated like variables. In the abductive procedure the conjunction of (unfolded) FOL axioms is the initial goal, and in the selection rule constants are treated as separate variables.
Discussion
We have shown a declarative equivalence between DL theories and open logic programs. A mapping from ALCN theories into open logic programs is de ned. For a number of DLs we have identi ed equivalent sublanguages of OLP. A mapping to the corresponding DL is possible for these sublanguages. We also studied the correspondence between DL algorithms and an abductive resolution procedure. Using an appropriate selection rule in an abductive procedure, we obtain derivations in which consecutive intermediate sets of goals correspond to consecutive constraint sets of a DL algorithm.
A strong point of DLs is the use of e cient (optimal) algorithms for each speci c language. Detailed complexity results for most languages are available, allowing to choose a language for a particular application based on both complexity and expressivity considerations. The ine ciency of (Open) Logic Programming is partly due to its greater expressivity. As we have shown, for a particular sublanguage of OLP an appropriate selection rule leads to very similar derivations and similar complexity results to those obtained in the equivalent description logic. One noteworthy exception are the number restrictions. On the declarative level, the OLP equivalent of a number restriction is a lot less compact, which is a disadvantage for knowledge representation. On the procedural level, handling number restrictions is also substantially slower in OLP.
The correspondences clarify long-questioned relations and open up possibilities for cross-fertilisation between these two related areas of research, for example by embedding DLs in OLP. Another interesting result would be the extension of the OLP language with a representation of number restrictions and an e cient way of handling them. In fact an obvious way to achieve this is by incorporating CLP techniques in Open/Abductive Logic Programming, as in 17]. On the other hand, more expressive sublanguages of OLP might be used as the basis of new description logics for which complexity results are determined and e cient algorithms developed.
The correspondence to DLs also suggests that OLP is a highly expressive knowledge representation language. Like DLs, it distinguishes between an A-Box and a T-Box component of the represented knowledge. Also like DLs it allows for reasoning on open domains and with incomplete knowledge, two important issues in knowledge representation. To us this is the most interesting result, as the use of OLP for knowledge representation is our main research interest (see for example 11], 21], 12]).
